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E-commerce spend is still above the pre-Covid 19 trend, but the growth rate has moderated from 
what we saw during the depths of the pandemic when stores were closed and consumers were 
forced to buy online. There is probably some gain that e-commerce will keep – consumer habits are 
historically very fickle, but once consumers try something and like it they tend to stick to it.

That said, if you go on Twitter or watch the news, you’ll see the trending topic is recession. A lot of 
times, even if we aren’t technically in a recession, the psychological burden of thinking there are bad 
days ahead will beget a slowdown in spending. If consumers are scared about increases in their cost 
of living, they will cut back in other areas of their lives.
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US ECOMMERCE AS % ADDRESSABLE RETAIL
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Source: Benedict Evans. Back to the trend line? 28 July 2022.
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Source: The University of Michigan. 2022.

THE INDEX OF CONSUMER SENTIMENT
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20% 
fall in the S&P 500 index in the 

first half of 2022.1

0.9% 
US GDP growth in Q2 2022, 

followed a 1.6% fall in the first 
three months of the year.3

7.3% 
e-commerce growth in Q2 this year 

compared to 15.4% in Q2 2021.2

Shop or 
drop?
While E-commerce spending is still above the pre-Covid trend, it is 
showing some signs of levelling off…

 
1 NPR.org. It's been a vicious 6 months for stocks. Here's what the grim markets are signalling. 30 June 2022.
2 Digital 360 Commerce. US ecommerce grows 7.3% in Q2 2022. 19 August 2022.
3 Guardian. US economy shrinks in second quarter, signalling unofficial start of recession. 28 July 2022.


